
Chapter 1 - Furious Rain 

       Lyric watched giant zombie trolls crashing through the trees.  This was getting 
to be ridiculous.  The United States of America is not the place one expects to 
encounter zombie trolls. 
       "Sooo, can we kill them now?"  The gorgeous demoness to his left breathed in 
his ear.  Lyric tried to ignore the undeniably pleasant goose bumps her nearness 
prompted. 
       "I say kill them all." Cadence spoke up from his right.  The beautiful warrior 
cocked her head to the side as she considered her words. "Re-kill them all? What 
would you say for zombies?" She had retrieved her sword from that strange place 
where she kept her arsenal. He had thought it was a pocket of the Verge but she 
insisted it was something different. Regardless, it was handy.  She was examining 
her blade while waiting for his go-ahead. 
       Cadence was a Verger, a denizen of that mysterious place between heaven 
and hell.  More correctly, she was the first Verger.  She was also a Nephilim, the 
giant offspring of an angel and a human.  It still seemed odd to Lyric to call the 
small woman a giant, but he figured since that was how the angels referred to 
her, he would too.  Cadence had been around for a very long time. He did not 
know how long, it seemed rude to ask. 
       The demoness was Acheron, an offensively beautiful, violent, violet-eyed pain 
in his butt.  According to all his years of training as a Soul Singer it should not have 
been possible for him to tie to her. After all, she was the exact thing he had spent 
the last several years of his life learning to hate and kill. Yet, here they were. He 
had tied both a demoness and a Verger to himself with his Soul Song and they 
discovered quickly that the tie extended between all three of them.  Like an 
uncomfortable three way phone call. 
       The Singer sighed. 
       "I don't see much choice-" 

       He stopped abruptly. Cadence abandoned her position at his side and leapt 
down the hill to intercept the approaching threat. 
       "Good job, Lover," the demoness Acheron laughed.  "Your Verger is now 
playing chicken with a train.  I hope you're quick with that plan knocking around in 
your noodle, otherwise she's likely to end up a pile of goo." 

       "It's you they're after, shut up and help."  Lyric shot back as he went sprinting 
after the small warrior. He did have a plan. Well, sort of a plan; more like a vague 
idea. 



       "Yes, sir, preparing to pull your bacon out of the fire, sir!" Acheron called as 
she followed Lyric at a more leisurely pace. 
       Lyric began humming as he ran. To the uninitiated observer this might signal 
some sort of mental illness. This was the magic of the Soul Singers. They listen to 
the Score of Creation and sing with it, imposing their own will to influence the 
world around them. Lyric pulled the key to his tune from the rustling leaves 
overhead.  Using the Soul tie that attached him to the demoness, Lyric extended 
his hearing through Acheron's keener senses he grabbed the rhythm of nature's 
breath.  The Score of Creation in this place was exciting and fluid.  Planting his 
voice among the melodies of the trees, he exerted his will and began singing. 
       Cadence had already reached the trolls and was flying among them with her 
sword.  Her abilities never ceased to amaze Lyric.  Now that they were tied via his 
soul song, he was able to lend her strength.  With Acheron a part of the link 
Cadence was much stronger than her small build indicated. Shockingly so. 
       Small bits of Troll were flying through the air. Their powerful hands reached 
for her, but may as well have grasped at smoke. Cadence swung her blade with all 
her might, barely scratching the huge beasts. Her strength and skill were 
incredible, but all she managed to do was make the beasts angry.  
       Trolls were thick-skinned and magic resistant.  Lyric had already seen how 
ineffective his songs were on them.  The odd thing was the fact that zombies are 
created by magic. So how could there be zombie trolls? Whoever managed it 
must have some crazy strong power.  
        Shaking his head free of unnecessary musings the Soul Singer focused on his 
song. He had learned the piece years ago from his voice master, Lomong.  It was a 
tongue twister intended to improve diction. As such it was not intended for 
combat. Lyric excelled at improvisation. 
       Sending the song skipping along toward the advancing trolls, Lyric twisted the 
tongue twister to trip the trolls. Fitting his song into the key and rhythm of the 
Score of Creation allowed a tremendous advantage in that he could exert his will, 
but let the Score handle the heavy lifting. 
       He watched as his song went to work, guiding enormous tree roots through 
the sod to wrap around the trolls' thick legs.  Instantly the enormous brutes 
stopped, many toppling to the ground only to be secured more completely by the 
roots. 
       Cadence quickly danced free of the suddenly frenzied beasts as they struggled 
against their wooden fetters. She fell back to where Lyric stood. 
       Acheron sauntered up unhurriedly.  Cadence turned to the demoness. 



       "Looks like our bacon is just fine, sorry you had to hurry all that way."  She 
said sweetly. 
       "No apologies necessary, you saucy flirt, I'm glad Lyric saved you from your 
stupidity.  Things would get pretty dicey for me if anything happened to you." 
 The demoness grinned at the Verger's annoyance. 
       Lyric did not want to contemplate the idea of Cadence being killed. Not just 
because he had become genuinely fond of her, there was also the matter of not 
knowing what would happen to the other two if one was killed. Recent 
experience had reinforced for them the clear truth that the Soul Tie was not 
severed by death.   
       Singers and Vergers share a fate.  One dies the other dies.  Lyric was stabbed 
by a knife intended to banish Acheron back to hell a handful of months ago. The 
magic from the knife traveled across their soul tie and started shoving the 
demoness that direction.  Her strength gave him time to find a Mute who healed 
them both and prevented the catastrophic conclusion of Lyric hurtling into the 
furnace with her. 
       No one knew exactly what would happen if one of them died now.  Odds were 
they would still share a fate. However, a demoness bound for the pit, a Verger 
whose fate was a question mark and a Soul Singer in service to the Song of 
Creation were bound to experience bizarre repercussions when they swung out 
into eternity together. 
       "We can't leave them like that.  I could try to sing them to sleep and then we 
could..." He paused.  The Singer had done more than his fair share of killing, but 
he hated it.  Worse, he hated those times when he did not hate it. 
       "...cut their heads off." Cadence finished without pause. 
       You didn't realize your pet was so bloodthirsty, did you?  Acheron's thoughts 
floated across their tie to Lyric's head. 
       I'm not a pet and I'm not bloodthirsty, Acheron.  Cadence's own thoughts 
flared in Lyric's brain.  I'm simply willing to do what needs to be done.  Besides, 
they don't count as living beings, they’re parodies at best. And don't forget I'm 
part of this little telepathy thing you two can do. 
       No worries, sweetie, the demoness answered. I don't mind you peeping. 
 Maybe you can watch the next time I- 

       "That's enough!" Lyric interrupted, stopping the demoness from finishing 
what was sure to be a needlessly detailed pornographic thought. 
       "Regardless," Acheron said aloud.  "Trolls are immune to magic.  Your pretty 
songs will work on them now about as well as they did back at the car." 



       Cadence scowled and stalked to the edge of the cluster of trolls.  Turning to 
look at Lyric impatiently, she jerked her head toward the angry beasts. 
       Acheron was right.  Lyric had tried singing to influence the trolls to leave when 
they stopped his car, but they just tried to squish him instead. 
       Lyric closed his eyes and focused on the sounds of the trolls struggling. 
 Revulsion set his head spinning as he picked up the hatred flowing toward 
Acheron from the ugly brutes. 
       Shoving aside his pathological need to extend mercy, he picked up his 
previous melody and forced more roots up to tether the standing beasts' arms as 
well.  The creatures remained silent, which made them creepy as well as 
terrifying.  Unable to move, they stood still, but beneath the surface, their 
loathing for the demoness continued to boil. 
       They really hate you, Lyric observed to Acheron.   
       Cadence answered before the demoness could. 
       I bet I hate them more. 
       Then the Verger was back among them, spinning and slicing. Lyric poured all 
the strength he could into the small warrior, noting with approval that Acheron 
did the same. The added strength made the difference. Heads left necks and 
bodies slumped in the embrace of the large roots.  Cadence managed to plan 
each cut so the blood spatter moved away from her.  Soon she alone stood 
among them.  Winking her sword back to whatever mysterious place she kept it, 
she headed back toward Lyric and Acheron. 
       "Thanks for the help,” she said brightly. “Let's get back on the road before the 
next attack."  She walked between Lyric and Acheron and headed back for the car. 
_____________________________________  
       General Noale Sabre looked down from the lower battlements of Markhato. 
His city had been through alot in the last couple of weeks and she had a lot 
further to go. He shook his head wearily.  He was a soldier, not an administrator. 
His head swam with all of the politicking and stupidity that had become his day to 
day. 
       The pretend goddess Melody and her vast hoard had cut the Four Kings down 
all on the same day. Markhato's army, the Milleytes Lux, had put a stop to the 
attack with more than a little help from the Demon Singer. Tragically, some of the 
invaders had been granted access by King Branigan's traitorous daughter, Ceylan, 
who turned out to be the twin sister of none other than the psychotic Melody 
herself.   



       Sabre rubbed his temples while his brain wrestled with the mess of it all. Had 
it been one or even two of the monarchs, Markhato would have reeled from the 
shock and carried on. However, losing all four at once had caused the glorious city 
to grind to a halt.  
        Additionally, the odd behavior of the dwarves was causing concern 
throughout Markhato. They had virtually disappeared since the war. The various 
services they had provided to the people of Markhato abruptly ceased. They even 
closed down tourist access to the Light of Markhato. Sabre wasn't convinced they 
had the authority to do that, but considered it merely an annoyance to be 
handled after immediate concerns were handled.  
       He would happily step aside to let someone else try to get it sorted, but the 
Demon Singer had left him in charge.  His former superior officer, general Brad 
Tagshout had objected the instant the man was out of earshot, but Sabre believed 
in the chain of command.  Certainly, there were plenty among the nobility that 
would happily take the reins.  Some might even do a passable job.  However, in 
the absence of the four Kings, the Soul Singers Guild was the next level of 
authority.   Being that Lyric was the only soul singer in the city at the time, as well 
as the chief reason Markhato still stood, Sabre stood by his orders, refusing to 
back down and let someone else take over. 
       The general would much prefer to be training with his men, but responsibility 
to his position forced him to grapple with bureaucrats rather than soldiers.   
       "Noale, you should come eat." 

       The General turned toward the gentle voice and smiled at his reason for 
living. 
       "I'll be down in a minute, Madelyn. The city council wants to meet in the 
morning to discuss placing regents on the thrones until the heirs are located, 
informed and prepared. I'm supposed to be there, but Tagshout is bawling for me 
to help him plan the drills he wants the Lux to run over here in the morning.  I 
need to figure how much time to keep the workers off the walls so I'm running his 
drills in my head." 

       Maddy's lovely brow drew together in a scowl.  If Sabre did not already know 
how his wife felt about Brad Tagshout, her expression would have made it very 
clear. 
       "If that man doesn't stop running those soldiers ragged, the Milleytes Lux is 
going to fall for the first time in history, but not to an enemy, to one of its own 
generals." 



       "It's important, Madeline. The Lux almost fell to Rondeaux and Melody.  We 
need to tighten up." 

       "They didn't though." Maddy pointed out.  "And it wasn't just Rondeaux and 
Melody, it was a million soldiers. They faced stupid odds and still won." 

       "Lyric won, him and his psychotic demon and that other woman, Cadence. If it 
weren't for those three, we'd have lost." 

       "I will remain politely skeptical, Noale.” Maddy said sourly. “Regardless, I 
know those men almost as well as you do. Tagshout is going to do more harm 
than good if he doesn't back off." 

       Sabre ran a hand through his hair. Maddy had known Noale Sabre for fifteen 
years and loved him for twenty. He would never say it, but she knew he wanted 
her to stop complaining about his old commanding officer. He listened carefully to 
her even when he did not agree. She knew her thoughts mattered to him.  In fact, 
Noale spent every moment they had together firmly committed to making her 
happy.  He knew he did not have to, he wanted to, and that just made her love 
him more. Her voice softened. 
       "I'll make you a plate, general." 

       Sabre grinned. 
       "Thank you, Madelyn." 

       Maddy shivered inside as she walked away. That was another thing she loved 
about him. He was the only man alive who could make her name sound like a 
caress. 
       "By the way," she called over her shoulder.  "There's a man here who insists 
you'll want to talk to him. Says his name is Fugue." 

________________________________________ 

       Lyric stared at the road through his windshield, pondering the odd sequence 
of events that had led them here. 
       After the battle at Markhato, his friend and former traveling companion 
Amnia Nit Too had called him with shocking news. 
       The Soul Singers Guild, the place responsible for the shaping of his talents and 
general philosophy on life, had been attacked and destroyed in his absence.  
        Thinking about it still made his head spin in disbelief.  The Soul Singers Guild 
was impregnable.  The Shining One himself, the strongest created being anyone 
was aware of, had launched multiple attacks against it over the centuries, all 
failures. Always. How could it have fallen?  What about the Guild's mysterious 
High Master? He was supposed to be the deadliest man on the planet. 



       That was another issue Lyric found unbelievable.  According to Nit, the Guild's 
kindly barber, Ervin, was in fact the High Master himself, the man responsible for 
protecting mankind and the Score of Creation from the monsters that would 
destroy both.  Why did he masquerade as a barber? 

        Regardless, Lyric found himself oddly torn at the prospect of a fallen Guild.  
        On the one hand, the organization he had served with every fiber of his being 
for his entire adult life had kicked him out with an ultimatum to break an 
unbreakable tie to the demoness Acheron or to be considered fallen. A verdict 
that carried a death sentence.  
        On the other hand, that same Guild was inextricably woven into every fond 
memory, every cherished friend, every defining moment of his life. It was there 
he learned to listen to the Score of Creation and unlock mysteries known only to 
those who sang for the Composer.  
        Then there was the mystery of Acheron herself. The seductive demoness 
represented everything he had hated his entire life. But then he sang the eighth 
measure, the one that unlocked her mind, body and soul to him. He found evil in 
her, yes, but that wasn't all. He also found pain and sorrow and despair, the likes 
of which he couldn't fathom on his darkest day. Then he looked into his own 
secret heart, the one no one knew but himself and he realized: of the two of 
them, she was more constant, more honest, more loving than he had ever 
thought to be. Then he recalled something he'd been told by an angel. The 
Composer doesn't hate the fallen, He mourns them.  
        He felt as though a crisis of faith was inevitable as he faced the truth of it. 
Acheron was evil, but deep down, so was he and every Singer he knew. The 
difference was she never claimed to be anything other than what she was. 
Whereas Soul Singers lived arrogant and petty lived inside the tiny bubble of their 
world. The realization struck him like a physical blow. Even when he traveled on 
Guild business it was strictly ordered and regimented. It wasn't until being cast 
out he gained any perspective.  And he had a feeling there was a lot more to 
learn.  
       Shaking his head at the insanity of it all, he turned his thoughts to more 
immediate concerns. 
       Three days ago, a flock of harpies had attacked Acheron.  Odd enough by 
itself, since the only harpies in America lived in the wilds of Montana.  Odd also, 
because at the time Lyric, Acheron and Cadence were walking down a busy 
sidewalk in Sacramento. 



       Lyric tried to lead the vile creatures away from the crowded area.  Thankfully, 
the people thought it was some kind of street performance and cheered wildly 
when Acheron burnt several of the bird-ladies to ash. 
       America. 
       Since then, they had been attacked by goblins, a coven of witches, a pissed off 
chimera, two ogres and now trolls.  Every attack was focused on Acheron.  Lyric 
and Cadence were ignored until they involved themselves. 
       The troll attack had consisted of the huge brutes standing in the road, forcing 
Lyric to stop or wreck his car on their brick house bodies.  Lyric's efforts to 
persuade the beasts to go away with his song only resulted in riling them up 
more.  Acheron had shot gouts of Hell fire at them.  That made them angrier, as 
well as smoky and smellier. 
       Cadence and Acheron both prepared to get physical.  Suddenly a second 
company of trolls appeared from the trees on either side of the road behind 
them. 
       Acheron tore into the first group without mercy, grabbing, twisting, breaking, 
and tearing.  The trolls pounced on her, trying their best to turn her into jelly. 
       Lyric winced at the memory as he veered onto the exit ramp for Boston.  
       Lyric and Cadence had squared off against the new arrivals.  A handful of 
them faced the Singer and Verger directly while the rest went around them to join 
the attack on Acheron. 
       Lyric ducked a clumsy fist and kicked his opponent's knee.  Even with his 
augmented strength, all he got out of the troll was a grunt.  He hated fighting 
trolls.  It was like fighting big, angry rocks.  The other troll he faced grabbed for 
him and the Singer jumped backwards, barely avoiding certain death. 
       Cadence moved fluidly between her two trolls, spinning hacking, slicing, and 
generally behaving like a psychotic blender.  The Verger was an amazing warrior. 
 The fact that her efforts were barely scratching the enemy was making her more 
than a little annoyed. 
       Lyric looked over to see Acheron smoking out and reappearing, happily 
destroying her attackers.  The odd thing was how many of the big brutes were 
getting back up to rejoin the fight. 
       Lyric looked closer at his own adversaries and recognized the tell tale 
blankness in the eyes.  It was easy to miss since trolls were pretty blank anyway. 
       That was when he realized what they were.  Zombie trolls. 
       How does that even happen?  He had dealt with zombies before.  They were 
slow witted and single minded.  Great for manual labor in harsh conditions but a 



general pain otherwise.  Few creatures could be turned into zombies. He had 
never heard of it happening to magic resistant trolls.  Who had the juice to pull 
that off? 

       Fall back!  Lyric had shouted across the Soul Tie at Acheron and Cadence.  He 
ignored the colorful responses from the two women as they unwillingly 
complied.  So they ran away from the trolls to give Lyric time to think. 
       "They're zombies!"  He shouted as they sped among the trees.  The sounds of 
the trolls' pursuit were rapidly growing fainter. 
       "I noticed," Acheron yelled back as she ran ahead.  "Why are we running?" 

       "We need a better plan than bludgeoning them.  We'll collapse from 
exhaustion before we make a serious dent."  He replied as they climbed a tall hill. 
       "Zombies need their heads."  Cadence said from behind him.  "Remove their 
heads and they cease to be a threat." 

       So Lyric put his mind to finding a way to arrest the beasts' movements so 
Cadence could get to cutting. 
       "Why the play by play, Lover?" Acheron interrupted his thoughts.  Pulling his 
attention back to the present he replied. 
       "Looking for clues. I was wondering who has the power to make zombie trolls 
and why they and the rest of the world have suddenly developed a hankering to 
see your head on a stick." 

       "Beats me," Acheron leaned forward from the back, her elbows resting on 
Lyric and Cadence's seats.  "I have a lovely head, which is attached to other lovely 
things.  Plus, I've really been extremely well behaved since getting hitched to your 
candy ass.  Add to that my willingness to put up with your adorably violent and 
completely unnecessary pet and I think I deserve an honorary doctorate in 
awesome bitchonomics." 

       "Are you able to speak without being offensive?" Cadence sighed. 
       "I don't know," Acheron shrugged. "Ask me again, but do it slutty this time." 

       Cadence lapsed into silence.  Lyric did not bother getting involved, it never 
helped.  Acheron was a demoness.  You could count on her being awful. 
       "So Lover, wanna let sweet cheeks drive and come back here with me?  We 
can make bad choices together." 

       "I'd rather make gentle love to a cactus."  The Singer lied.  Suddenly his 
steering sprouted needles. 
       Many swervings and obscenities later he got the car back under control and 
glared at Acheron in the rear view mirror. 
       "You suck." He said. 



________________________________________ 

       Oberon seethed with fury.   
       While the ignorance of humanity could be annoying, generally he found it 
entertaining.  Humans had a hedonistic streak almost as wild as his and his 
children's.   
       The demons though, they were a mess; insane, angry and strong, some with 
powers that rivaled his own. 
       Acheron. 
       Another wave of anger swept through the fairy King's body. 
       His children called her Thosmere Rift.  It began as a description and became 
her name.  A result of her nasty habit of burning them to a crisp.  They had been 
feuding for centuries, the Fair Folk and the demoness, relentlessly harassing each 
other, until Acheron grew bored. 
       She proposed the treaty.  No more killing, no more burning, no more casting 
spells on her that made her greet dogs the naughty way.  Oberon saw it as a win-
win and eagerly agreed. 
       The Fairy King looked at his son, Logi Condeve and the fury continued roiling 
inside him.  He paced back and forth, waiting for Thosmere Rift to pass by. 
       Logi had been stupid, true.  He was sucked into serving the false goddess 
Melody in a pointless war on the second sight city of Markhato.  Oberon had not 
even been to the City of Light since he setup the warding spells for them. These 
days he preferred the peaceful bliss of his kingdom, the land of Faerie, or his 
vacation home on the British Isles. Now his son stood by, one eye short and a 
brand the shape of Acheron's perfect lips on his cheek. He had openly - 
shamelessly - told his father what happened.  Arrogantly he professed his undying 
devotion to the demoness; not caring that it meant his death. 
       Oberon stopped pacing and looked up the road.  They were approaching.  He 
smiled grimly and sent his son to the Thunder Monks so he could prepare his 
attack. 
________________________________________ 

       A flutter in his tie to Acheron caused Lyric to look at her in the mirror.  She 
was staring intently out the window.  He noticed Cadence was looking at the 
demoness as well.  She had felt it too.  Concentrating on the sensations he was 
picking up he realized he smelled... sunshine. 
       "I smell fairies."  The demoness said. 
       Lyric did not bother challenging her statement.  Partly because he had been 
through so much the last few weeks alone that nothing seemed impossible - or 



even unusual - anymore.  Partly because he was swerving his car in an effort to 
avoid two large oak trees that had just stepped into the road directly ahead of 
them.  Thankfully, the Keylac's tune up on his vehicle included the brakes.  He 
briefly wondered when hell's mutt would be showing up with another demand for 
payment. 
       Once stopped, Lyric jumped out of his car to find they were surrounded by a 
ring of large trees that was slowly tightening.  Listening carefully to the song of 
creation he found the melody that sang of the oaks and began humming, subtly 
imposing his own will on them.  The trees ceased their movement and waved 
their branches gently in time to Lyric's song. 
       "You truly have a gift, young man."  A handsome man with a shock of 
disheveled gray hair sat on a low limb of the tree in front of Lyric's car. 
       "You flatter me, Mr..?" Lyric waited for the stranger to fill in the blank, certain 
he would not. 
       "Call me Thistle." The man replied promptly.  "Father of the dizzy oaks and 
child of the winds." 

       Acheron snorted derisively. 
       "Ill met by sunlight, foolish Oberon." The demoness bowed mockingly. 
       "You know, I never understood your fascination with Bill." The Fairy King 
turned his attention to Acheron.  "Being his muse I understand, it fed your vanity.  
But protecting him from the plague, killing him before that embarrassing business 
with his son, even protecting his bones."  The Fairy King leapt gracefully to the 
ground and approached the trio.  Stopping a few feet away he gave Lyric the once 
over.  "Methinks you have a soft spot for the artsy types." 

       Acheron shrugged. 
       "I appreciate beauty." 

       Oberon walked around the three of them, staring unapologetically.   Cadence 
drew her sword and pointed it at the fairy King's face. 
       "What do you want, Oberon?" She asked directly.    
       Oberon scowled, but to his credit, he did not flinch away from the iron that 
was toxic to his kind.  Then his eyes widened in shock as he looked closely at 
Cadence. 
       "Your highness!" The Fairy King dropped to one knee. Lyric and Acheron each 
cocked a surprised eyebrow "You've left the Verge! Why? And what are you doing 
with her?" He jerked his head at the demoness. 
       "Not your business, Oberon. Why do you detain us?" 



       The Fairy King looked back and forth between the three companions and his 
jaw dropped in shock as he reached his conclusion. 
       "You were ruler of the entire Verge and you threw it away for a human?" 

       Cadence did not bother answering, the point of her sword remained fixed on 
the Fairy King's face. 
       "Oberon," Lyric's voice cracked with authority.  The fairy king winced and 
looked at him in annoyance.  "It's been a long few weeks and right now I'm on my 
way to bury friends, what is it that you want?"   
       Oberon held his anger in check.  He had nothing against this human.  In truth, 
he respected the man as much as he was able to respect a mortal.  If not for 
Lyric's success in Markhato, Oberon's way of life on earth could have changed 
drastically.  Rising to his feet, he turned toward Acheron. 
       "Thosmere Rift has declared an end to our truce.  I've come to reply."  The sky 
darkened and thunder shook the air.  Oberon smiled unpleasantly.  "I've sent a 
little patch of skin to the Thunder Monks.  They've consented to dance for me for 
this special occasion." 

       Acheron's fingers touched her lips in surprise. 
       Acheron, what the hell is going on?  Lyric thought across the tie. An odd 
sensation floated back and Lyric was staggered by vertigo.  His lips tingled, and 
then went numb. 
       Acheron stumbled to the ring of trees trying to pass between them.  
Something was stopping her. She shook her head as though confused and focused 
on one of the large oaks leaning heavily against it with both hands.  The tree 
began to glow and strange runes appeared on the rough bark. Whatever she saw 
carved there made her curse a blue streak that included words Lyric had never 
heard before. 
       Lyric did not know what was going on but decided Oberon was the immediate 
threat.  He sang a holding song focused on the Fairy King, but dizziness washed 
over him in waves from Acheron's tie and made his song weak and faltering. 
 Oberon shook off the Singer's influence and waved a hand casually in Lyric's 
direction, then at Cadence who approached from the opposite side.  Lyric 
suddenly found his mouth full of peanuts and saw Cadence pulled beyond the 
perimeter of the trees by a cloud of tiny multi colored lights. Lyric tried to spit out 
the peanuts only to discover they simply reappeared.  Frustrated, he threw 
himself at the Fairy King, determined to stop whatever he had planned for 
Acheron.  Oberon waved a hand at Lyric's feet and the Singer sank into the sod up 
to his knees. 



       Oberon walked over to the demoness who had collapsed in a heap on the 
ground.  Crouching down beside her, he ran a finger down her cheek.  Suddenly 
Cadence's sword rested against his throat.  Smoke rose from his skin where the 
blade touched him.  Oberon met her eyes and raised his finger. The sword turned 
into a flock of butterflies that scattered merrily on the wind. 
       "This circle is my domain, your highness.  In here I am the power." 

       Cadence seemed unimpressed and produced one of her silver raptor blades.  
Oberon held up a staying hand and the warrior stopped moving.  Rage twisted her 
beautiful features as she struggled against his magic.  Oberon turned his attention 
back to Acheron. 
       "Trytohn has put a bounty on your head. He wants it brought back to him - 
your head that is. I visited the mirror lake deep in the land of the Djinn. There are 
so many things that I don't want to see happen, and I'm afraid if I collect your 
bounty those things will come to pass. So I'm not going to kill you today." Oberon 
leaned down to speak into Acheron's ear. "You broke our truce when you broke 
my son; you killed another and destroyed my daughter." He said softly.  "If you 
are Thosmere Rift, then I am the Raif Sunirou."  He kissed her on the temple.  
Lightning flashed from his mouth and the demoness cried out in pain.  Oberon 
vanished, and there on her flawless skin was the imprint of the Fairy King's lips. 
       Lyric was released from the ground. He spit out peanuts as he stumbled over 
and knelt beside the demoness. The sensations passing through the tie alarmed 
him.  Helping her up he guided her back to the car as huge fat rain drops began to 
fall. 
       "What did he do to you?" Cadence asked, obviously feeling the effects of 
whatever Oberon did to Acheron. 
       "He took away my powers." The demoness leaned on Lyric.  "I'm helpless." 

       "The tie is still there." Lyric pointed out. 
       "That's your magic, Lover, not mine." 

       "You're a demoness, you don't require magic to live."  The Singer pointed out.  
       Acheron smiled. 
       "Call it powers, call it magic, call it fried eggs, I am a creature of will and 
shadows that has put on human form. Without my magic, I will fade. He wants me 
punished. I have a lot of enemies that would love to help with that." 

       "Thosmere Rift. That means the firestorm, right?" Lyric asked. 
       "Yes, it's the fairies' name for me." Acheron whispered allowing herself to be 
helped into the backseat. 



       Lyric closed her door and concentrating on the oaks he sang a brief phrase, 
moving them apart far enough to drive through.  Sliding behind the wheel, he 
turned on the windshield wipers, pulled free of the trees and looked at the 
demoness in his rearview mirror.                            
       "And what did he call himself?  The Raif Sunirou?" 

       Acheron rested her head on the window, watching the water run down the 
glass. 
       "The Furious Rain." 

  

CHAPT 1.5 

  

        Gar Lich was more than a little annoyed.  His right hand man could testify to 
that better than anyone.  That is, if he could talk.  It's hard to talk when you're 
lungs are full of water.  The vocal chords just don't work the same at six hundreds 
meters below the surface of the ocean.  

        Gar looked out across Kaihalulu Bay.  He watched impassively as a barge 
carrying red dust unloaded onto the beach. Most of the world thought the red beach 
was a result of the erosion of the iron rich hill.  Gar knew better.  The sand was 
actually brick dust.  The result of a guy in Michigan who had something against 
brick walls. He didn't mind shipping the stuff, the man paid well, but he didn't 
figure he'd ever understand the point of his obsession.  Oh well, as long as he 
stayed away from Gar's warehouses he could do what he wanted.  

        The zombie boss nodded at his henchmen and they started the long process of 
hauling his waterlogged friend from the briny depths.  

        Gar smoked a big fat Cuban while he waited.  They were hard to get ahold of 
but Gar had himself some connections.  The Cuban had stopped screaming and 
struggling a while ago, which was a bit disappointing.  Gar believed the agonized 
writhing helped tenderize the meat.  Regardless, he'd make for some tasty jerky. 

        Cicero finally breached the surface and began expectorating the Pacific.  He 
noted with amusement that something had lodged itself in Cicero's eye.  Maybe 
he'd left him down there too long.  Time was tricky when there was no end in sight.  



        "Ciss, can you tell me why a large group of my best workers have deserted 
with some douchy swordsman from the mainland?" Gar poked his Cuban with a 
stick hoping to liven him up a bit. No luck. He sighed and turned back to his good 
friend.  

        Cicero was obviously trying to talk, but his voice had been treated so badly by 
his helpless screams and the salt water that nothing was coming out.  Gar leaned in 
closer to look at his trusted confidant.  Cicero's left eye had been replaced by a 
small crab. In spite of himself the zombie boss started chuckling. It was a 
horrifying sound, especially when coupled with the realization that every time Gar 
Lich laughed the nearest small animal exploded. 

        Gar stopped laughing and became serious again as he gestured for his goons 
to untie Cicero. 

        "I confess, tying your arms to your sides was impolite, Cicero.  Drowning for 
a month was probably punishment enough without the company of your little 
friend here." The zombie boss plucked the crab from Cicero's eye socket and 
popped it into his mouth.  "The question remains, though," Gar crunched on his 
snack while he spoke. "Where are my zombies?" 

        "Mar..." Cicero managed to croak.  Lich leaned in trying to make out his 
friend's words. "Markhato." 

        "Markhato? We're not welcome in the city of light. Why the hell would they 
go there?" 

        "Fugue... paid." Cicero whispered.  

        "Paid!? Who the hell is this Fugue guy? You don't pay zombies.  It gives them 
all sorts of terrible ideas!" 

        Cicero managed a shrug before he collapsed. Gar turned to his henchmen.  

        "What do you know about this Fugue bozo?" 

        The zombies carefully avoided their boss' eyes.  

        "Fugue dirdn't erffer ter pay urs, Burss." 

        Lich's eyes narrowed.  



        "He didn't offer to pay you?  You mean to tell me you've known about this 
guy for the last month while Cicero has had crabs eating his eyeball?" 

        Both zombies hung their heads in shame. They were too simple to be afraid.  

        "Sorry Burss." They muttered together.  

        "OK, here's what I want you to do.  Take Cicero to bed, get him comfy.  Tell 
my captain to get the boat ready.  Then dip your heads in some fish buckets and 
bury yourselves up to your necks on the beach. The seagulls need to be fed." 

        Gar Lich watched his zombies shuffle away.  He needed find this Fugue jerk 
and discuss the importance of business ethics.  

        Down the beach a ways a healthy young woman was traumatized into a coma 
when her small dog suddenly exploded.  

  

  

Chapter 2 - The Plot Thickens 

  

        "Fugue, how are you?" Noale shook the swordsman's hand vigorously. "We 
didn't find you among the dead after the war and assumed you moved on." 

        Fugue's easy smile lit up his youthful features.  Closer examination revealed 
crow's feet and the burden of years not immediately apparent on the mercenary's 
face.  The two men sat at a large oak table across from one another.  Sabre smiled 
in amusement as Fugue checked his phone out of habit then set it on the table in 
exasperation.  Visitors from outside Markhato tended to forget modern technology 
didn't behave in the heavily warded city.  

        "I got separated from that warrior you sent me with to attack Melody, 
Cadence was her name i think.  and managed to move fast enough through the 
fighting to keep things good and confused.  I hid in a tent, came out the other side 
and joined the hunt for myself." Fugue's grin widened. "By the time the war had 
shifted and that crazy general, what was his name? Rondeaux?" Sabre nodded 
affirmation. "By the time Rondeaux's mind tricks wore off everyone else, I'd been 



pressed into service in company thirteen.  Bunch of nasty bastards led by this 
young guy, Connor Lot.  Virtually everyone else was eager to quit the fighting and 
go home.  Commander Lot had other ideas. Some blood thirsty psycho had showed 
up to offer more violence and company thirteen jumped at the chance.  We 
marched east for a while before I was able to slip away." 

        Sabre listened closely, wondering who this new person was and what kind of 
threat, if any, he posed to Markhato. Of course, after recent events he considered 
most things to be a threat to Markhato.  

        "Did you see this blood thirsty psycho for yourself? Do you know what he's 
planning?" 

        Fugue shook his head.    

        "All I know is he is taking what's left of Melody's army east and expects to 
meet no resistance.  Commander Lot has a serious dude crush on this guy, and 
company thirteen does whatever Lot says without question."  Fugue shrugged. 
 "Truth be told, I was more interested in getting out with my skin intact than 
collecting information." 

        Sabre nodded his understanding.  

        "I'll reach out to some of our informants and put together a threat assessment. 
Thank you for bringing this to my attention." 

        "What will you do now?" Maddy asked, setting sandwiches in front of the 
men and joining them at the table.  Sabre glanced fondly at his wife.  She never 
needed an invitation to be where he was.  

        Fugue shrugged.  

        "I don't suppose the Milleytes Lux would relax their requirements enough to 
take on a good sword?" His tone indicated jest, but his eyes were in earnest.  Noale 
shook his head.  

        "I'm sorry.  I heard great reports about you and how you fought for us against 
Rondeaux.  I'd take you on as a city guard in a heartbeat, but the Milleytes Lux is 
unbeaten for a reason.  I cannot afford to make an exception, even for someone 
exceptional.  You are completely invisible to the second sight. That's enough to 
make the men wary, and trust is essential in the Milleytes Lux.  It also makes you 



stick out like a sore thumb to anyone who has the second sight, which precludes 
you from doing any recon.  If you stick around Markhato, I can put a good word in 
for you with whomever you like, but I can't put you in the corps." 

        "I understand," Fugue spoke around a mouthful of roast beef and swiss. "I 
appreciate the offer, but I figure I'll make my way east myself. Word reached me 
on my way back here that Gar Lich is headed to town.  I'd rather face the 
possibility of running into company thirteen than face that guy." 

        "Gar Lich?  The zombie boss?" Sabre asked in confusion.  "He's not welcome 
in Markhato.  Why would he come here?" 

        Fugue smiled innocently.  

        "Rumor has it someone absconded with a healthy portion of his work force. 
He's due to arrive in the morning to investigate." 

        "The Polynesians?" Sabre looked at Fugue suspiciously.  "Didn't you bring 
them here?"  

        Fugue kept chewing his sandwich.  Sabre shook his head.  

        "He can have them back for all I care.  They're awfully high functioning for 
zombies. They can't be corralled as easily as the average labor zombie. I have to 
waste a contingent of guards watching them so they don't try to eat the other 
workers. The advantages to having zombies around in war time tend to disappear 
when the war does." 

        "I'm sure Gar would love to have them returned.  Problem is, he'd also love to 
have my head... on a pointy stick." The mercenary grimaced at the thought.  

        Sabre nodded, unsurprised that Lich would seek retribution.  The zombie boss 
had been a gangster in life and rumor had it, as a Lich retained all of his ugly 
proclivities, minus the compassion and general sense of humanity he'd had while 
living.  Noale didn't like Fugue's chances if Gar got his meat hooks into him.  

        "If I see him I'll make sure he knows you're on your way south. Want me to 
send some of the Lux to escort you?" 

        "I appreciate the offer," Fugue answered, "but I intend to disappear. Once I hit 
the east coast I think maybe I'll head across the pond for a while." 



        Sabre made use of his napkin and folded his hands in front of him.  

        "So then what can I do for you, Fugue? I assume you didn't seek me out to 
share sandwiches and travel itineraries." 

        "I appreciate the offer of misdirection, General, but Gar is many things, all of 
them awful, but stupid is not one of them. He won't trust your information, he'll 
have sources here in the city that will help him find me much quicker than I'd like.  
I wouldn't object if you found a way to slow him down." 

        Sabre nodded and stood, offering his hand.  Fugue shook it as he stood as 
well. 

        "I haven't forgotten your service during the war.  I'm sure I can manage 
something.  Travel safe." 

____________________________________ 

  

        "I can't believe I'm actually saying this, but we need to get the slut's magic 
back." Cadence watched trees go by out the passenger window.  

        "Sweet talk will get you everywhere." Acheron's drowsy voice came from the 
back seat. Cadence ignored her.  

        "I can feel her fading by inches.  If we don't do something she'll be forced 
back to hell and you and I will be towed along." The warrior said.  

        "Do you have any ideas on how we can do that?" Lyric asked.  

        "Not from here.  On the Verge I could have Oberon tracked down.  At which 
point I  would encourage his cooperation with promises of violence." 

        "Yeah, let's explore that.  What Oberon said, is it true? Are you the queen of 
the Verge?" Lyric glanced at the beautiful mystery in his passenger seat.  He'd 
spent more time in her company in the past several months than he spent with most 
people in his entire life and he still knew virtually nothing about her. Of course it 
didn't help that with the exception of the drive from Markhato she'd been mute the 
entire time.  



        Cadence turned sideways in the passenger seat to face the Singer.  

        "Yes, I'm the ruler of the Verge." 

        "I had no idea, why didn't you say anything?" 

        "How would that conversation go?" Cadence asked with an amused smile.  " 
'How crazy was the traffic coming through Kansas City? What do you want to 
have for lunch? How about salad? Hey, by the way, I'm the queen of a place bigger 
than your entire planet, would you please pass the croutons?' " 

        "I don't like croutons," Acheron sounded half asleep in the backseat. "stale 
bread is for the birds." The demoness started cracking up. 

        "Have you always been the queen?" Lyric asked Cadence as he glanced in 
concern at Acheron in the rear view mirror. The demoness sounded slap-happy and 
the only feeling coming through the tie was exhaustion.   

        Cadence shook her head.  

        "No, it just happened over time." She glanced sideways at Lyric and must 
have read the doubt in his eyes. "It's a long story for another time.  In short, a series 
of circumstances beyond my control demanded my attention. By the end I was 
made queen. I've tried to abdicate more than once, but I can't make it stick." 

        "Holy balls, you're the reluctant queen!" Acheron shook off her lethargy and 
sat upright.  

        "Reluctant queen?" Lyric glanced in confusion at the Verger.  

        "That's one of the things they call me." She admitted reluctantly. 

        "Everybody hates you!" Acheron said enthusiastically.  "I haven't heard of 
you in years.  Where have you been?" 

        "Traveling," Cadence gave no indication she was put out by Acheron's 
assessment of her popularity. "If I'm going to be forced to rule, I have to be hands-
on among the people.  I can't force myself to stay in that stupid palace." 

        "I can't believe I didn't recognize you, you suck!" Acheron punched Cadence 
in the shoulder jubilantly.  



        "What am I missing?" Lyric asked.  

        "Li'l miss ass Kicker here is responsible for any semblance of decency on the 
Verge." Acheron was positively gleeful. "She's the reluctant queen, the giant who 
insists on justice. Every demon, every Djinn, most Faerie and better than half of 
everyone else hates her. Anyone who had a beef is welcome to face her in one on 
one combat.  No one has ever beaten her.  She's the only being in existence to have 
fought Levi to a draw." Acheron sighed happily and sat back. "That makes me feel 
better about our altercations." 

        "Levi?" 

        "Another of the Nychta Polemistis, he's the Power of Fear. We ignited 
Pompeii together, it's one of my fondest memories." 

        "Back to Cadence," Lyric said. "Why are you queen if you don't want to be?" 

        "I was given the responsibility by someone in authority. It doesn't matter what 
I want, I must fulfill my charge." 

        "How does that work with you being tied to me?" Lyric asked quizzically.  

        Cadence's smile was beautiful.  

        "Not every Verger can hear every soul song.  We all know about them from 
Vergers who've tied and returned for one reason or another. I've never heard or 
seen a soul song before. As soon as I heard yours I knew this was my chance. Then 
the whore arrived and screwed things up." Cadence jerked her head toward 
Acheron.  

        "There you go again... flirting." Acheron yawned.  

        Cadence rolled her eyes and Lyric chuckled.  

        "Regardless, I've never felt like a queen and I don't miss it even slightly. So, 
let's get back to retrieving the skank's magic. " 

        "Any ideas?" 

        "Not really, I'm awfully limited on earth, and I can't travel to the Verge at will 
like some can." 



        "Acheron, what do you think?" Lyric looked at the demoness in the rearview 
mirror. 

        "I think being tied to you has proven to be exceptionally bad for my health. 
Believe me, if I knew how to get my magic back from that stupid fairy you'd be the 
first to know." 

        "So, for now we'll continue on to Boston." Lyric spared another wondering 
glance for Cadence before he focused on the road. "I can't believe you're a queen." 

__________________________________ 

  

        Trytohn sat on the bank of the river Acheron where she ran along the border 
of Hell and the Verge, caressing the burning waters with his fingers.  He felt 
genuine sadness that his beloved Acheron had to be handled so roughly, but gentler 
means had yielded no results.   

        He admired the tree he was leaning on.  He'd just grown it. The Thunder 
Monks who had delivered Acheron's magic to him hung from its branches, gently 
swaying back and forth.   

        Oberon would be annoyed that he'd killed them, especially since the Fairy 
King had guaranteed their safety.  Oh well, part of the thrill of doing business with 
the Prince of Darkness was knowing at some point he'd surprise you.  

        It didn't matter. The offer Oberon had made the Monks was too sweet to pass 
up, even at the cost of their brethren.  A cure existed for their daughters and he had 
it.  No longer would they father girls who died before seeing sixteen years.  They 
could keep their dancing as well as their children. 

        Then there was the deal he'd made with Trytohn.  Oberon himself, who for 
centuries had avoided significant involvement in celestial politics promised to 
remove Acheron's magic and deliver it to Trytohn. All he asked for in return was a 
few runes from Trytohn's personal alphabet.  

        Trytohn was no fool.  He knew the Fairy King would attempt some 
foolishness down the road.  He was also quite certain it would fail as had so many 
before.  



        Trytohn was rarely caught off guard by fools grasping for his power.  They all 
thought replacing him would make his power their own.  The biggest surprise he'd 
had in the last thousand years was the coup planned by his lovely Lisian.  

        The Nychta Polemistis were all very aware of how his magic worked.  Lisian 
knew that defeating him was not only impossible for any hellion, but pointless. He 
was protected by the Composer's will and couldn't be killed until his appointed 
time. Yet she was fostering a rebellion that possessed no grace, no discretion, no 
strategy.    

        Her army threw their might at Markhato and failed.  Now they were taking the 
tattered remains of that debacle and preparing to march on the Verge.   

        If it were Acheron, it might be unsettling.  Though she still wouldn't win, at 
least she was sneaky and smart.  Lisian was just a hammer.  On the very slim 
chance she got her army to Hell's gates, she would be shocked to find him 
prepared. 

        His thoughts drifted lazily back to his beloved Acheron.  It was unseemly, this 
ridiculous business of latching onto a Soul Tie.   

        He had watched the whole thing happen, shocked that it even could.  Lisian, 
as always, was ready to do her sister grievous harm and sever the tie, but he didn't 
let her.  He had no idea a hellion could be tied by a Singer.  It was a unique 
opportunity to study his primary enemy in their natural habitat.   

        So he let Acheron go, watching from a distance as she fought the warrior 
Queen.   

        He enjoyed the demoness' passion.  Cadence was one of the few on the Verge 
strong enough to pose a challenge to the demoness. Rumor has it she was trained 
by Michael himself.  That was one of the reasons he allowed her to be queen.  He 
needed someone that his generals, the Nychta Polemistis, respected.  Especially 
Acheron. She respected no one. 

        Her tying to the Soul Singer was a golden opportunity to take down Ervin and 
that blessed Singer's Guild.  As the Power of Destruction she was certain to bring 
that young Singer to his knees.  The poor sap would enjoy every second of it too.   



        Then he discovered her tie to this human effectively blacked out his own 
ability to tap into her power.  It was irksome, as though a limb had been severed. 
Worse, he grimaced, one of his favorite limbs.   

He hadn't foreseen this particular wrinkle.  He immediately changed his mind, but 
by then it was too late.  Acheron had been pulled into the Soul Singer's Guild and 
was beyond his reach inside those walls 

        His lovely face scowled as he considered the singer responsible. Lyrical 
Sound of the Evening.  What a stupid name.  It came from a second sight city in 
Canada, the home of that country's native king. 

        Trytohn regularly received increasingly annoying reports concerning the 
young Singer over the last few months... Or was it years?  Time was hard to keep 
track of.  Apparently this upstart was "something special"; a handler for the Guild.  
He had squared off against some of Hell's agents and pulverized them. 

        The fact that he was one of the few singers fully committed - mind, body and 
soul - to the service of the Composer made him immune to the majority of 
Trytohn's attacks. 

        It didn't take long for Trytohn to decide the payoff wasn't worth the 
investment.  By then, Acheron and Lyric had already smoked forty of his favorite 
dogs.  He confessed to being surprised by that.  Acheron loved his hounds.  The 
fact that she would shred them so willingly for this infant bothered him more than 
a little.  

        A stirring at the edge of the River Acheron caught his attention.  Trytohn 
waited patiently. He had a lot of patience.  Eventually a small, portly demon in 
what was once a bright yellow suit clawed his way out of the water.  He flopped 
onto the mud at Trytohn's feet. 

        "Hello, Race, how are you feeling today?" The Prince of Darkness greeted the 
small demon pleasantly.  

        Coughing out scalding water, Race Widoc sat up and looked warily at his 
master. 

        "I'm much better now, your highness.  Just a little wet.  The lovely Acheron 
took some exception to me performing my duty, so I've been indisposed for a 
time."  The rotund demon chose his words carefully.   



        Trytohn nodded his understanding. 

        "I've elected to free her of the burden of her magic for the time being." 
Trytohn gestured to the tree he leaned against. “ 

        "Thank you, sire.  I'm sure otherwise I'd still be in there." He flicked a hand 
with too many rings at the burning waters from which he'd just emerged.  "Would 
it be a safe assumption that your presence here indicates you have need of me?" 

        "Not me.  Lisian has requested an Authority on contracts, naturally I thought 
of you."  Race carefully kept his face neutral, but Trytohn could sense his tension. 
 "Now, now, Race, Lisian is important to me. I expect you to serve her as 
enthusiastically as you do myself.  Besides, she's responsible for the fall of the 
Soul Singer's Guild.  I think you should be eager to assist her." 

        "Of course, my king," Race said hurriedly. "The fall of the Guild is a grand 
victory." 

        "Yes it is, Race.  As you serve Lisian, I'd appreciate it if you kept your eyes 
and ears open. Apprise me of anything you think I  might find interesting." 

        "Happily, Sire, I'm also eager to check on the progress of the last project 
Mistress Tansyon gave me."   Race poofed out in a yellow cloud of sulfur. 

        Trytohn smiled as the cowardly demon fled. Race was annoying but useful.  
As an Authority on contracts he was remarkably adept at reading, understanding, 
writing and manipulating agreements to serve his master's needs.  Additionally, he 
was so completely vague and double tongued it was almost impossible so see 
through his subterfuge.  

        Trytohn looked forward to using Lisian as an example. Granted, she handled 
the Guild where everyone else had failed, which was cause for celebration.  But no 
victory could cancel the penalty for betraying him. Speaking of which, it was time 
to be more direct with his missing darling.  

        The Beautiful One summoned a Keylac.  An immaculately dressed hellion 
stepped out from behind the tree.   

        "My bounty on Acheron's head doesn't seem to be bearing fruit. Wake up the 
beast.  I want her back yesterday." 



        The Keylac bowed and stepped back around the tree. 

        Trytohn settled back and admired his handiwork.  The tree was grown out of 
Acheron's magic and held her power until she was returned to him.  The dead 
Monks had stopped swaying.  He sent a gust of wind at the monk's bodies, starting 
them moving again.  He liked watching them sway.  

____________________________________ 

  

        Ruby smiled fondly at Joss and Anaya.  The brothers slumbered peacefully on 
the couch, propped up against one another.  This was gonna be awesome.  

        Getting close, she banged the pot she held like it had said something nasty 
about her mother.  

        The brothers woke up yelling, using words the girl hadn't ever heard.  Not 
because she was innocent but because they were extremely British, and their 
vulgarities operated on a completely level from Americans.  

        "Oooiii, what the hell?" Joss clapped his hands to his ears and sprung to his 
feet. "Why'd you want to go and do that little girl?" 

        "Mischief does nobody any good, Ruby." Anaya, at seven feet tall, took 
longer to stand up.  He tried to look severe, but his spectacular wardrobe ensured 
the failure of that effort.   

        "Hey kettle, this is Anaya," Ruby held an imaginary phone to her ear. 
"Thought you should know you're black." 

        The brothers were Knockers from England. Ruby had encountered them when 
she tried to stow away on top of their RV, which she would discover later they 
lovingly referred to as the barge.  They found her immediately and rather than shoo 
her away, they insisted she ride up front with them.  Meeting them had been one of 
the highlights of her life so far.   

        Their style was one of the things that had attracted them to Ruby in the first 
place.  The brothers both dressed in a distinctly steampunk fashion.  Joss, barely 
taller than Ruby, wore brown pin striped pants, a blue dress shirt and brown leather 



vest.  A brown trench coat and leather bowler hat completed the ensemble, and of 
course his ever present walking stick and dark goggles. 

        Anaya sported walking stick and dark goggles like his brother, but otherwise 
he wore sharp looking suits with a brightly colored tie and ridiculously large fur 
coat that was the same brilliant hue.  Ruby wondered how he found so many fur 
coats that were so perfectly matched to his ties.   

        Anaya explained that he didn't have many fur coats, he only had one. The fur 
was from a creature called a chromomorph that lived deep in the earth.  They were 
enormous, cuddly looking mole type beasts whose sleek pelts changed color. It 
was long thought the color changing was involuntary. Anaya discovered 
differently.  

        The big Knocker stumbled across one that had killed a miner In a deep galena 
mine in Scotland. The monster attacked and Anaya was forced to kill it. Not one to 
leave an opportunity unexplored, Anaya had the skin made into his coat. It was a 
dull brown and Anaya found himself wishing it matched his lavender tie.  Poof, the 
coat changed color.  Anaya got excited and immediately expanded his tie 
collection. 

        Knockers have a unique and, in its own way, powerful ability. They are able 
to foresee danger and death. This gift makes them completely immune to attacks 
and accidents. It also makes them extremely susceptible to harmless pranks. Their 
own sense of mischief had led to them dying Ruby's hair a violently bright green. 
This elicited a reprisal from Ruby that left Joss with a nervous tic every time he got 
too close to a two liter of diet coke. Thrilled that they'd encountered someone who 
could keep up with them they immediately adopted her as one of their own.  

        "No art, whatsoever!" Joss complained loudly. Anaya pulled Joss' hand away 
from his ear.  

        "Stop yelling, Joss." The big Knocker said mildly.  

        Anaya turned back to Ruby, his deep voice rumbled with leftover sleep.  

        "Is there a reason we should be awake, or was this to make up for the 
toothpaste?" 

        Ruby winced. They had put capsaicin in her toothpaste a few days before.  
Both of them felt guilty, none of their pranks had made her cry before.  



        "Yes," the beautiful redhead replied. "It makes us officially even until the next 
prank you pull. Something happened to my brother's school in Boston, and mom 
and dad aren't answering their phones. I'm sure it's nothing, but I haven't been 
home in a while and this is a good reason to hit the road.  Get ready, I want to 
leave soon." 

        "How does that wake up call cancel out the pepper extract?" Joss asked, his 
groggy mind trying to keep up.  

        "It doesn't, but have you been sweating the last three days, waiting for me to 
retaliate?" 

        "Yes!" The brothers chorused together.  They were sleeping sitting up on the 
couch because they felt safer together but didn't fancy sharing a bed. 

        Ruby smiled wide and blew them a kiss as she limped out of the room.  

        Joss followed her while Anaya began packing their stuff.  

        "Anaya and I saw you talking to that handsome gentleman yesterday. Don't 
you want to tell him goodbye, maybe give him your number?" The Knocker asked 
as she began loading the winnebago. 

        "Ew, no!" Ruby made a face. "He asked if I had the time.  He lost his phone.  
He was old enough to be my father, I thought you said you saw him." 

        "We did, but you're a weirdo. Maybe you like older guys." 

        "I've got my hands full with a couple Knockers, I have no interest in any guys 
right now." Ruby stuck her tongue out at Joss.  

        The Knocker managed to maintain a deadpan expression as he replied.  

        "I wasn't talking about breasts, young lady." 

        "Joss!!" Ruby's face flushed scarlet. 

        "Hey Anaya!" Joss called over his shoulder. "Ruby knows how to blush! Just 
talk to her about boobs!" 

        "Good to know." Anaya's deep voice came floating back.  



        "Shut up, you pervert!" Ruby laughed and gave Joss a playful shove. "Go help 
your brother pack, I want to be in Massachusetts tomorrow.  My parents will love 
you guys... well... maybe not you.  But they'll love Anaya for sure!" 

        Joss clutched his chest in mock despair as he walked into the house.  

        "Of course they will," he said sourly.  "Everybody loves Anaya." 

        "And make sure you grab that piggy shaped cheese grater!" Ruby called after 
him. "These people had some truly excellent taste." She said to no one in particular 
as she loaded the large tv into the winnebago.  

         

Chapter 03 

  

        ...massive sinkhole that swallowed up a full city block in Boston's South 
warehouse district.  Officials report the loss of human life is over two hundred men 
and women.  The shocking tragedy is made stranger by the large explosion that 
coincided with the event.  Known only as 'the Music School', no one has yet 
stepped forward in any kind of official capacity on the school's behalf to speak to 
this bizarre occurrence.  Speculations are ranging from methane deposits and 
structural integrity to aliens and the wrath of God.  For now, workers are sifting 
through the wreckage, seeking anything that might shed light on this tragedy and 
hopefully bring some measure of peace to grief-stricken families.  For all of us 
here at- 

        Lyric jabbed a finger at the power button on his car stereo.  Driving through 
the streets of Boston was weird.  Always before there'd been a sense of excitement 
as he passed familiar landmarks on the way to the Guild. Today there was dread. 

        He recalled the first day he drove up to the gate.  They had arrived at sunset.  
Emma had wanted to accompany him but Niq insisted on staying behind.  No 
surprise there, his father was distant and uninterested in anything outside his own 
compositions. 

        Master Lomong had greeted Lyric's mother with careful civility before 
turning his imposing demeanor toward Lyric. 



        "If you're late to even one of your lessons I'll have your memory wiped and 
you'll be ejected from the school. Clear?" 

        Lyric, just seventeen years old, had nodded, thoroughly intimidated by this 
mountain of a man.  Lomong's fierce expression broke into a friendly smile. He 
clapped a heavy hand on Lyric's shoulder. 

        "Relax son, you'll be fine.  Now say goodbye to your mother, you won't be 
speaking again until you've completed your first measure." 

        Lyric had hugged Emma and told her he loved her.  Then he walked into the 
Guild and didn't speak again for a year and a half. 

        Resurfacing from his memories, the Singer parked a block away and headed 
to the crater where the Guild used to be.  Once again he approached at sunset.  That 
always seemed to be the way of it.  This time his shadow didn't fall on a plain gray 
facade.  This time it stretched across an enormous hole in the ground.  That part of 
him that tended toward morbid thoughts was uncomfortably fascinated by the sight 
of his shadow being swallowed by the darker shadows in the crater. 

        Stop being such a dramatic little bitch. Acheron's thoughts touched his across 
their tie.  He sighed, supposing he should be grateful she had held her peace as 
long as she had. Damn right, she thought at him.   

        He listened to the Score, trying to find some clue to what happened.  His heart 
broke anew as he recognized the theme he heard.  He had heard it before.  Creation 
was weeping. 

        "How did this happen?" Lyric's voice seemed harsh in this place.  The loud 
silence that followed gave way to quiet footsteps.  

        "No one knows, my friend.  All my sources are at a loss."  The familiar voice 
of Lyric's friend and chief researcher for the Guild, Amnia Nit Too, came from 
behind them.  "It appears you were the only Singer absent when it happened.  No 
one else has appeared since. I can't help but fear the worst." 

        Lyric stared bleakly at the rubble below. 

        "This is insane, Nit.  I prayed so hard that you were wrong, or lying, or even 
joking in extremely poor taste.  This shouldn't be possible." 



        "Possible?" Acheron scoffed. Her disdain was muted by exhaustion.  "Why 
not?  Not long ago a pack of hellhounds invaded one of your warded singer 
sanctuaries and tried to kill you. That shouldn't have been possible either, my 
foolish lover, and yet we were attacked on that stupid mountain you loved so 
much." 

        They had spent the night on Da Capo, a mountain protected by powerful 
wards the Founder of the Soul Singer's Guild himself had set up.  No hellion was 
able to find the mountain, let alone set foot on it.  Lyric had assumed Acheron 
could be there because of their soul tie. Yet Lyric and Acheron had been attacked 
by a huge pack of hellhounds, Trytohn's favorite weapon for terrorizing and 
destroying cities.  They'd even received a message from the architect of the attack 
in Markhato, psychotic Melody's mistress and Acheron's sister, Lisian: nowhere is 
safe  

        "Normvy let them onto the mountain."  He reminded her. It still stung that one 
of the masters of the Soul Singer's Guild, the admittedly surly Keith Normvy, had 
betrayed them. He couldn't have done this though, he was very dead. Acheron had 
pulled his head off. 

        "Exactly." Acheron replied. "You were betrayed from inside your precious 
Guild.  Plus, don't forget, that wannabe goddess Melody was masquerading as one 
of your Guild instructors too. You were blindsided by both of them." 

        "So it would seem you have another traitor in the ranks."  Cadence added.  

        "Had," Lyric gestured to the crater.  

        "I doubt your traitor was foolish enough to be caught in this." Cadence 
pointed out. "I'm confident whoever did this is still alive." 

        Nit handed an envelope to Lyric.  The Singer frowned at it.  It was sealed with 
a big dollop of wax that had an elegantly carved letter E in the center.   

        "It was left years ago by Ervin himself. He said I was to deliver it to the first 
Singer I saw that I trusted in the event something happened to the Guild and no one 
contacted me within twenty four hours. You're it, brother." 

        Lyric put the envelope in his pocket. 



        "Um, you're not going to read it?" Nit tried to conceal the agitation in his 
voice. 

        "I will," Lyric looked steadily into Nit's eyes. "And I'll discuss with you my 
misgivings about this entire situation, but not now."  He turned his attention back 
to the giant hole in the ground.  "I need to see to this first." 

        Nit nodded his understanding.  

        "I will stay with you, my friend." 

        Acheron turned to leave, apparently her soft spot for Lyric only went so far. 

__________________________________ 

  

        Varia Tur stood atop the hill watching his and Lisian's army move across the 
plain below.  Two hundred and fifty thousand supernatural monsters from 
mankind's blackest nightmares.  Battle tested and hungry for murder.  He smiled to 
himself.   

        The attack on Markhato had been brilliant if he did say so himself.  On its 
face it had been a pointless war for a stupid cause against the Unbeaten Legion. 
General Rondeaux's death was unfortunate, Varia found the man's mind control 
ability useful.  On the other hand, throwing Lisian's army against Markhato served 
to weed out the weak and cowardly.  And losing Rondeaux had the unintended 
effect of lifting the thrall of those not psychologically suited to Varia's purposes.  
What they had left was an army of powerful killers eager to follow them as long as 
he gave them something to murder.   

        Then there was the secret of the war.  Varia could not care less about a city so 
bloated and arrogant it required four kings to rule it. Lisian agreed. Destroying 
Markhato would have been pleasant, but in the grand scheme of things it didn't 
matter. The true point of the war was to distract the city from what was happening 
inside the mountain where the Light of Markhato dwelt. While the Milleytes Lux, 
 Markhato's famous unbeaten Legion had their hands full with Lisian's pet, the 
wannabe goddess Melody, Varia's Verger, Blink, was able to sneak into the dwarf 
warrens at the base of the mountain.   



        What very few people knew was that fifteen hundred years ago, the same time 
the Light of Markhato appeared, a door was opened to the Verge in a huge cavern 
deep inside the Mountain of Light.  One that was unguarded by anything other than 
complacent dwarves and a giant beam of light.  

        He had visited the Light of Markhato before.  He was unimpressed.  

        The dwarves discovered it when they were crafting the machinery used to 
power Markhato.  They were extremely careful to keep their secret.  They planted 
devious traps, fake stories and various magical wards to protect it.  Varia was 
patient though, and without remorse.  It was only a matter of time and slaughtered 
families before he secured the information he needed. 

        All that was left then was to send Blink in to see the door.  There was one 
annoying  drawback to Blink’s excellent ability. He could not teleport someplace 
he had never seen in person. Once he found the door, he teleported back out to 
Varia and together with Lisian they left Melody to wage her war.   

        Looking down on his slow moving army, Varia found himself annoyed once 
again that he was forced to forego the convenience and speed of modern 
transportation to move his army to the encampment out east.  The majority of his 
soldiers were unfit to be seen by humans, and too many were unable to fit in 
vehicles anyway.  The ogres and trolls were too big,  the wights and poltergeist 
were too ethereal and the gremlins kept shorting out the electricity everywhere 
they went.  The only notably human portion of his force was company thirteen.  

        Varia did not like their commander, Connor Lot, but he accepted the young 
man's skill as a leader. Though human, company thirteen was just as deadly and 
perhaps even more horrifying than the rest of Lisian's soldiers. No supernatural 
creature in the entire army approached the level of depravity and evil of Connor 
Lot and company thirteen.  Oddly enough, there was a camaraderie among the men 
that extended to the non human balance of the army. They just seemed to really 
hate their fellow men.  

        So the army walked.  As long as he could keep them from killing each other 
on the way, he would have a force to take to the Verge that would rival even the 
Milleytes Lux. He would lead them to the gates of hell and Lisian would bring 
their secret weapon.  

        He had sent a message to Oberon, seeking an opportunity to woo the fairy 
king to his cause.  Oberon had the largest army on the Verge.  If he was more 



ambitious and less childish, he could rule the Verge in place of the soldier queen. 
Varia hoped to hear back soon. The more soldiers he had from the Verge, the fewer 
there would be to conquer when he set his sights there. Besides, the path to the 
Thunder Monks lay through Faerie and he preferred not to waste resources 
reaching them. 

        He had already made great strides with the Djinn, and was cautiously 
optimistic they would join his endeavor or stay out of the way.           Add to them 
the demons he would collect after binding Trytohn and the Vergers he had 
collected from the Soul Singer's Guild, he was confident the Verge would fall 
quickly.  Especially since their soldier queen was stuck on this plane with Lyric 
and his demoness.    

        Lisian would likely need to be dealt with, but he was certain she would 
remain faithful until Trytohn was no longer a threat.  The only thing she loved 
more than the Prince of Lies was herself.  Naturally, that's what he appealed to 
when he struck this bargain.  

        No significant opposition and an unstoppable force at his back. Soon, Hell 
would be his, then the Verge. Then with his combined forces he would grind the 
Thunder Monks into dust and storm the Gates of Light themselves.  And then, 
well, then his work would begin. 

        Varia Tur's satisfaction pulled the corners of his mouth into a pleased smile. 
 Beckoning to Blink, he sent the Verger to retrieve his package from Bonen 
Tansyon. 

____________________________________ 

  

        Lyric joined his voice to the lament Creation was singing. The violation of the 
Score here was sickening.  He sang the healing song he'd learned in his fifth 
measure. The one no Soul Singer wanted to have to sing. 

        This healing didn't knit together flesh and bones. It was an ending. Mankind 
was entrusted to care for and nurture life.  What happened here was the exact 
opposite.  This was a cathartic acknowledgment of the grief Creation felt at a 
violation of the Composer's trust.   



        This song gave voice to that grief and allowed its release, so that pain could 
fade and restoration begin.  This song acknowledged that something precious had 
come to an end. 

        Cadence stood at attention beside him,  tears shimmering down her face, 
bearing silent witness to the end of the Soul Singer's Guild. 

  

  

CHAPT 4 

  

        Lyric sat quietly beside Nit. They shared a bench in a small quiet park 
watching children play. Cadence walked away to give them a bit of privacy. With 
the openness of the Soul tie, proximity didn't affect privacy.  Cadence left out of 
respect for Lyric's friend.  

        "Would you like to ask questions?  Or should I just start talking?" Nit asked 
quietly.  

        "I suppose you could start talking and I'll ask if I need something cleared up." 
Lyric answered. Nit nodded.  

        "Many years ago Ervin came to my town with a job offer. I'd just finished my 
master's degree in history and he showed up in the library I worked in as an 
archivist. He'd heard about me through some contacts I made in the cryptozoology 
world. He said I could study whatever I liked, provided I kept an open mind and 
was willing to travel occasionally on Guild business.  His starting offer was double 
my salary so I said yes. 

        "My first job for the Guild involved accompanying a gifted Singer in his 
seventh measure to track down a phoenix in Arizona. You knew him, Keith 
Normvy. He hadn't gone off the rails yet. He was an earnest young man who - in 
my opinion - was a bit too rigid and legalistic when it came to Guild laws. He had 
no concept of grace or love. Everything was black and white." 

        Lyric glanced sharply at Nit, picking up the not so subtle comparison to 
himself. Nit held up a staying hand and hurriedly continued.  



        "Don't misunderstand, my friend. Keith was far more black than white, even 
back then. I'm not casting aspersions on your moral compass, just giving you food 
for thought." 

        "Less food, more facts, please," Lyric replied.  

        "Anyway, I thought we were after some kind of statue until we found it. 
Interesting side note, a phoenix is much smaller than you'd think. This one was the 
size of a sparrow." 

        Nit waited for a response. When Lyric didn't provide one he sighed and 
continued.  

        "Anyway, Ervin used that event to alert me to the fact that such creatures were 
real and began using my skills in earnest. It turns out he was much more interested 
in my side work as a cryptozoologist than my academic pursuits." 

        Lyric waited for more, but Nit did not offer any.  

        "So the story about you living for years as a carnival barker was just a story." 

        Nit nodded.  

        "I'm sorry my friend, but Ervin swore me to secrecy. Even Guild members 
were not to be privy to my work for him. Carnival barker is hard to trace and puts 
me virtually anywhere, so slip ups are easy to cover." 

        Lyric nodded. He was well aware of the secrecy of the Guild. That didn't 
really bother him. He was surprised and saddened that his long time friend could 
deceive him so completely, though.  

        "What was so secret that Singers couldn't know?" Lyric asked.  

        Nit shrugged.  

        "Ervin never really spelled it out, but I can tell you that he was searching for 
something. The insanity you and I encountered in Russia was like a vacation for 
me compared to places the Guild Master typically sent me. Ervin sent me on all 
sorts of different expeditions, but my order was always the same. Keep my eyes 
and ears open and report every detail, no matter how inconsequential, directly to 
him." 



        "And you have no idea what he was searching for?" 

        "No, but the only questions he ever asked were about people. Eventually I 
came to believe he was looking for someone, not something." 

        Lyric nodded as some things clicked. Ervin listened closely to the Singers 
who sat in his barber chair. His conversational questions for them were always 
similar. He rarely asked specific questions about events. His curiosity concerned 
people. Lyric just  assumed it was his grandfatherly way of encouraging Singers to 
think of others rather than themselves.  

        "So posing as a barber would allow him to pump us for information without 
the stress of reporting to the high master." He said aloud.  

        Nit frowned at the contempt in Lyric's voice.  

        "If you have any trust left for me, Lyric, I want you to hear and believe this. 
High Master Ervin and Barber Ervin were the same man. I never saw him behave 
differently from one role to the other. He loved all of you and behaved with grace, 
kindness and integrity as the master of this Guild, just as he did as your barber. The 
man you knew was truly the man he was and he deserves your respect. Do not 
think less of him because your feelings are hurt." Nit's voice began to quiver with 
anger. 

        Lyric looked in surprise at the small, old man.  

        "I'll take that under advisement, Nit." He answered levelly. "Unfortunately, 
nothing seems to be what I thought it was, so I'm afraid you're just going to have to 
be okay with me working through it."  

        They sat in silence for a time, letting Nit calm down before Lyric spoke again.  

        "Have you found anything out about my parents or my town?" 

        "I have a friend who knows some Sprites in the Northwest Territories. Have 
you learned about the Sprites?" 

        "They are enormous supernaturals made of plasma and light who dwell above 
the clouds and are occasionally seen by humans." Lyric recited the little he knew 
from his studies. "What do they have to do with my missing town and crystallized 
parents?" 



        Nit nodded his approval.  

        "You know more than most. Sprites are rarely spoken with because of their 
unique nature. It's difficult to converse with a being over a mile in diameter. 
 Everything we know about them comes from the Thunder Monks, who are, as you 
know, elusive at best.  

        "Fortunately, I have a friend among the Monks who I called about this rumor 
I'd picked up.  He told me the rumors are true.  The Sprites are responsible for 
creating the snow and hail that the monk's guard and disperse." 

        "Interesting as it is, I fail to see how this helps." Lyric sighed.  

        Nit continued excitedly.  

        "Sprites love originality. That's why snowflakes are all so different. But they 
also love the permanence and beauty of crystalline structures.  Guess what else 
they make!" Nit didn't wait for a response.  "Gemstones! According to my contact, 
every natural gemstone on the planet was designed by the Sprites.  

        "Because they are extremely limited in their ability to influence the physical 
world, they pour their creativity and affinity for crystals and jewels into creatures 
with physical forms. Often dwarves because of their proximity to the places these 
jewels thrive. Sometimes other subterranean supernaturals like Knockers or 
Gnomes and apparently even some humans on occasion." 

        "Still not seeing the connection." Lyric said.  

        "I had my friend talk to the sprites about your town.  Everyone was turned 
into crystal, right?" 

        "Yes, but more than that they seem to be outside of our reality. I can only see 
them when singing with Acheron." 

        "The Sprites have a sort of hive mind. The Monks aren't even sure they're not 
just one big organism with separate manifestations. Regardless, they are aware of 
every single crystal in existence, including the people of your town." 

        Lyric's heart began beating harder.  

        "What happened?" He asked eagerly.  



        "A beautiful demoness with unusual manners performed a bit of magic that, as 
the Sprites put it, raped their ability. It involved blood and music and electricity. 
The Sprites don't know what happened after the people were turned to statues, but 
they had all vanished by the time it was over." 

        Acheron, are you paying attention? Lyric thought across the tie.  

        Barely, Lover. The only demoness I know with unusual manners is Bonen 
Tansyon. She's another one of the Nychta Polemistis. 

        Lyric turned his attention back to Nit. 

        "Did the Sprites say how to reverse this 'bit of magic'?" 

        Nit nodded.  

        "I asked my friend to talk to them about that and they said if you can make the 
statues reappear from wherever they've been sent, they will help you restore them. 
They say crystals are for many purposes.  What happened to your town isn't one of 
them. They also said you'll need a soul stone, whatever that is." 

        "Did they offer any insights on how to make the town reappear.” 

        "Sadly, no." 

        "All right, well something is better than nothing.  I'll talk to Acheron about 
Bonen Tansyon and see what there is to learn there." 

  

__________________________________ 

  

        Ruby tried to hide her concern. She didn't have Lyric's number and her 
parents still weren't answering. It was strange, she had spent so much time and 
energy separating herself from their magical lives and now that she couldn't get 
ahold of them she felt small and alone. 

        Anaya and Joss had taken some kind of pseudo parental role toward her. It 
was mostly endearing, but their incessant need to make her smile all the time could 



get annoying.  So she pretended that her desire to go see her parents was just 
another twist on her admittedly unpredictable behavior.  

        Coasting down the hill toward her hometown in their camper filled with ill-
gotten goods, Ruby noticed immediately something was amiss. There was no 
activity whatsoever. No traffic, no children, no animals. Everything was still and 
quiet. As they entered the town the air was thick with the smell of death and decay.  

        An unsettling feeling took hold of her stomach as she looked at Joss in the 
driver seat. His cheerful countenance was grim as he drove them into town.  

        "There's something amiss here, little girl." 

        Anaya's huge bulk suddenly filled the space between their seats.  

        "This is not a good place, my precious gem." He rumbled.  

        "Turn down this street," Ruby said, determined not to panic. "Do you sense 
any danger?" 

        "Not now," Joss replied. "But there was." 

        Joss followed her directions and turned into her parent's driveway. Ruby 
jumped out of the camper before he reached a complete stop. Hurtling through the 
door she tried to keep the desperation from her voice as she called out.  

        "Mom! Dad! It's Ruby! Where are you?" 

        In horror she stared at the corpse on the table. It took only a moment to realize 
it was her dog, Whistler. Choking back bile, fear tightened her chest as she ran 
through the house. She even checked the basement. There was no one to be found.  

        Without realizing it she followed the same path Lyric had when he explored 
their town months earlier, the same path they used to trick or treat on Halloween.  

        No one was home, and she quickly got over being surprised at all the dead 
animals. She stopped for a long moment on a street that had been mysteriously 
melted. She stared in confusion at the smooth as glass road, the melted mailboxes, 
the houses where the vinyl siding buckled from intense heat. 



        "Something evil happened here, Ruby." Anaya said from behind her.  The 
Knockers had followed her silently through her neighborhood. "We probably 
should move on." 

        "Well, there are a lot of empty houses..." Joss began. 

        "Don't even think about it!" Ruby rounded on him fiercely. "Everything will 
remain exactly as it is." 

        Joss had the presence of mind to look ashamed.  

        "Of course, Ruby, foolish thought, forgive me." 

        Ruby turned and walked back to her parents house. Anaya gave Joss a 
disgusted look before following her.  

        Walking back into her parents house, Ruby steeled herself and entered the 
dining room. Trying to ignore the tears that forced their way down her cheeks as 
she passed her dead dog. 

        Going through her mother's tiny address book she found Lyric's most recent 
number and called him immediately.  Walking back to the front door she frowned 
at the small table to its right.   

        There lay her silver hair comb, her mother's white stone and her father's 
composition stylus. Who would have put those three items together? Lyric!  

        "Hello?" Her brother's voice sounded in her ear. She didn't realize how 
worried she had been about him until she heard his voice and immediately sobbed 
in relief. 

        "Hi Wic," Ruby managed to say, using her childhood name for him.  

        "Ruby?" Lyric sounded surprised.  She supposed that made sense, they hadn't 
spoken in six years.  

        "Yeah it's me." 

        "What's up? Are you okay?" 

        "I'm fine, what about you?" 



        "I'm fine." 

        "I saw the news. They said a giant explosion destroyed your school. I couldn't 
get ahold of mom and dad so I came home." 

        "Oh." 

        "Have you been here? Do you know where everyone is?" 

        "Yes, I've been there. I don't know exactly where everyone is, but I'm working 
on finding them." 

        "Didn't it occur to you to call me? How long have they been gone? What do 
the police say?" 

        "The police are missing too. The government sealed off the town for a while 
while they investigated, but no one has any idea what happened." 

        "It's magic, isn't it?" Ruby could almost hear her brother wince at the tone of 
her voice on the other end of the line.  

        "Yes, Ruby, it's magic." He replied.  

        "Are they dead?" She congratulated herself on sounding much calmer than 
she felt.  

        "No, I have it on good authority that they're not dead." 

        "And did this good authority tell you where they are?" 

        "No, sis, he did not. He doesn't know. Trust me, I'm doing everything I can to 
find them." 

        "I believe you, tell me how to help." 

        "You really can't. Just pray and continue on with whatever you're doing. I'll 
call you as soon as I learn anything." 

        Ruby sighed in frustration. She still wasn't good enough to help. Nice to know 
some things remained constant. 

        "Sure, Wic, whatever you say. I love you, good luck." 



        "I love you too, Ruby." 

        Ruby hung up and looked at Joss and Anaya who didn't bother pretending 
they weren't listening.  

        "C'mon boys." 

        "Where are we going?" 

        Ruby put her comb in her hair and shoved her mother's stone in her jeans 
pocket. Her father's composition stylus stayed where it was. He'd probably be mad 
if she touched it.  

        "You're taking me to see my grandfather." 

        "Where's he?" 

        "Markhato." 

____________________________________ 

  

        Lyric and Cadence sat together on the park bench Nit had recently vacated. 
 Acheron had disappeared, Lyric checked on her occasionally through the tie but 
otherwise left her alone.   

        The Singer pulled Ervin's envelope from his pocket and opened it.  He 
unfolded the piece of paper inside to see a familiar melody scribbled on the page. 
 Below it was a needle taped to the paper.  Lyric's brows drew together as he tried 
to remember how he knew the song.  Folding it up he put it back in his pocket. 

        "You're not going to sing it?" Cadence asked. 

        Lyric shook his head and stood up. 

        "Not in public. There's no words, I have no idea what it will do. We'll find a 
motel and check on Acheron.  Then I'll try it in private." 

__________________________________ 

  



        Acheron wandered the streets of Boston, assessing just how screwed she was. 
 Oberon's curse had left her weak and bewildered.  She had no idea it would be so 
hard.  Her strength, her demon senses, everything that made her... her, was gone. 

        She looked around at the humans passing by, noting the hungry stares she was 
getting from the men and the ugly ones she received from the women.  Realizing 
she probably shouldn't be drawing quite so much attention she made a gesture 
down her body.  Her snug leather pants remained painted on her shapely lower 
half. The silver belly chain continued swinging in counter rhythm to her sexy 
walk.  The halter top straining against her gravity defying breasts fought on in its 
valiant effort to contain them.   

        Acheron loved being sexy. She loved the attention. She loved the sense of 
power. Suddenly, without the guarantee of her formidable magic she felt very 
exposed and weak and.. and... scared. 

        She thought for a moment she was going to be sick. Her revulsion at 
weakness had never before been triggered in a mirror.   

        Acheron, what's the matter?   Lyric's alarmed thoughts came floating across 
their soul tie. Are you in danger?  Where are you? Cadence and I are coming. 

        The demoness sighed.  Ever since Lyric had sang his soul song at Markhato 
and retied himself to her he'd been different.  Kind and compassionate.  She hated 
it. 

        I'm fine Lyric.  Keep little miss tightass close and worry about you.  I'll find 
you in a little while. 

        Lyric didn't reply but she could feel his unease.  It didn't please her like it 
used to. Something was seriously amiss and it was pissing her off.  Their entire 
dynamic had changed.  She had changed.   

        She needed to retake control. Magic or not she was a force to be reckoned 
with. Maybe if she got laid, that would restore some sense of normalcy. Shaking 
her long dark curls down the graceful curve of her spine, Acheron set her light 
violet eyes to smolder and exaggerated the erotic swing of her hips. Time to hunt. 

__________________________________ 

  



        Lyric set the needle in the middle of the floor of his hotel room. Stepping 
back he sang the short phrase and waited. Absolutely nothing happened.  

        "Did you sing it right?" Cadence asked.  

        "I think so." Lyric answered and tried again.  

        Nothing. 

        "What do you expect it to do?" Cadence wondered aloud.  

        "Needles are used for sewing, for tattoos, for injections.... wait." Lyric went 
into the bathroom and returned shortly with a cup of water. "Master Lomong told 
me once that the High Master had an affinity for cartography and had developed a 
way to store special maps inside needles and push pins. He said they were like 
special compasses, all you had to do was drop them in water." 

        So saying he dropped the needle into the cup of water he held and again sang 
the phrase.  

        What happened next was unexpected.  Rather than float and spin on the 
surface of the water, the needle stood on its point and rose out of the glass.  The 
water rose with it, as though it were a cloth being pulled by a string.  As soon as it 
escaped the confines of the cup it began spreading out in a thin sheet, flowing over 
an invisible and uneven surface.  As the water took shape, the needle remained 
vertical on a fixed point.  As Lyric watched, the contours became familiar bosoms.  
He realized he was looking at a map of Boston. The needle marked a spot not far 
from their hotel.  

        "Wow." Was Cadence's complete assessment.  

        The water remained in position, flowing gently.  Lyric reached out to collect 
the needle. As soon as he did, the map came splashing down on his bed spread.  Oh 
well, he wasn't tired anyway.  

        Not long after, Lyric and Cadence approached a small bar and entered through 
a red door. Once inside they looked around for an employee, a bartender, a patron, 
anyone. There was nobody. The bar was empty.  

        Shrugging, Lyric removed the message from his pocket and unfolded it.  
Scanning the simple melody, he listened to the Score of Creation and noticed it 



would make a lovely counterpoint right where he was.  He paid attention to the 
Score.  Here it was light and sweet.  It tripped along in a fun jig that brought to 
mind Celtic pipes and fiddles and drums.  There was a unique sense of happiness 
here.  It was something he'd rarely experienced.  Master Storn had told him once 
there were special places like this where any artist could tap into the mood of the 
Score.  These places, the happy ones, were places that witnessed the birth of funny 
gray rabbits, hunters with speech impediments and stories about questing for the 
Holy Grail.  These, according to Storn, were places where the Composer laughed 
as he penned the Score. 

        Closing his eyes, he began humming the melody from the page. Immediately 
he felt himself pulled into the music. It was swift and marvelous and tickled his 
heart with hints of old mysteries and laughing lasses, of mountains and mist, salty 
air and thundering waves. 

        Lyric look. 

        Cadence's thought broke the spell as her hand touched his arm.  He opened his 
eyes to see a swirling orb of light the size of a beach ball floating in front of him.  
As his voice died the light dimmed and vanished.   

        "What was that?" Cadence asked. 

        "That was a door," Lyric replied thoughtfully.  "I've only ever seen one 
before.  Master Lomong sang one to get us out of a rather tight spot a few years 
ago.  Very few Singers attempt them.  The idea is related to the casting of a soul 
song.  Only instead of casting blindly into the Verge you cast carefully to a fixed 
point.  The song anchors there and the door opens allowing you to step through 
from here to there." 

        Cadence raised an eyebrow. 

        "That could have come in handy a couple times over the last few months." 

        Lyric smiled. 

        "Indeed.  I've never attempted one.  It's dangerous and difficult and too often 
it seems to cause Singers to never be seen again.  No one has any idea where they 
disappear too.  Could be space, could be the center of a rock, could be hell.  All we 
know is they don't come back." 



        Lyric could feel Cadence's carefully controlled amusement, though her face 
didn't twitch. 

        "What's so funny?" He asked. 

        "Do you ever assume the best about something? Even on the Verge good 
things could happen. Your whole world seems to be doom and gloom.  Doesn't 
anything nice ever happen?" 

        Lyric shrugged. 

        "Experience is a good teacher. Those lessons tend to stick.  Lomong told me 
to lighten up once.  Then he got shot in the leg." 

        Cadence tried to hold in her laugh, but lost the struggle. 

        "I'm sorry!"  She covered her mouth, but her eyes crinkled with mirth.  "That's 
just so pitiful. It's really not funny.  Why did he get shot?" 

        "He stole another man's socks." 

        That did it. Cadence howled with laughter.  Lyric smiled in spite of himself, 
her laugh sounded happy. He wished she laughed more.  Maybe it was this place.  
The air seemed lighter as she laughed. 

        I don't know what the hell is going on with you two, but could you please shut 
up?  I'm doing something here. 

        Acheron's annoyed thoughts reached them both across their tie.  Lyric caught 
an impression of a dark room and a beautiful young man in his early twenties 
smiling expectantly tied to a bed stark naked. 

        Lyric quickly pulled back to see Cadence laughing so hard she'd gone silent. 
 The euphoria of her amusement was strong enough to send endorphins flooding 
through his own body. 

        "What now?" He chuckled 

        "Did you see what her new friend was wearing?" Cadence gasped. 

        "Yeah, nothing." 



        "Nothing but socks!" She screamed and dissolved into paroxysms of mirth. 

        Lyric finally broke and laughed with her.  After all the pain and grief of the 
last year it was the perfect way to cleanse everything not yet washed by tears. 
 After a cathartic time of hilarity, Cadence and Lyric both calmed down. 

        Breathing a deep sigh of responsibility diluted with peace, Lyric looked at his 
companion. 

        "Shall we see what awaits on the other side of the door?" 

        Cadence nodded as she dabbed at the corners of her eyes. 

        Lyric kept his eyes open this time and took up the melody once more.  He 
hummed gently. Determined not to get lost in the music again. 

        As he sang the ball of light returned almost immediately.  Lyric watched as it 
grew and elongated and eventually coalesced into a figure.  The figure stepped 
forward out of the light.  Bright blue eyes danced with an infectious joy.  Ervin, the 
High Master of the Soul Singers Guild and Lyric's barber smiled warmly. 

        "Hello Lyric, you're looking well" 
 


